
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Whizmeal is technology start-up which champions healthy eating in schools. Our vision is to 

build a healthy eating success story for parents and children. We believe our children should be 

empowered with knowledge of meal planning, and grow up with healthy eating habits. We firmly 

believe successful healthy eating starts with education plus the commitment to daily healthy 

meal choices, especially in schools.  

Whizmeal integrates technology and meal planning to ensure children eat healthily in school. 

We work with teachers, parents and canteen stall holders to create an exciting educational 

journey for everyone. Together, we will conceptualize, create and iterate on engaging, exciting 

ways for parents and children to learn healthy eating habits. Our company is dedicated, fast-

paced and results-oriented, because we find it extremely satisfying to experience first-hand, 

positive impacts we are creating for our children. Because we care. 

We are hiring today. Do you want to be part of an exciting 

new startup while contributing to society? Do you want to 

champion healthy eating?  

 

We are looking for passionate team members to join our team: 

 IT Project Manager  

 Software Engineer 

 



IT Project Manager 

 

Based in Singapore 

Responsible for the successful implementation of web/mobile applications and over-the-counter Point-Of-

Sales (POS) projects, ensuring consistency and alignment with Whizmeal vision, commitments and goals. The 

Manager will also be responsible for performance, cost, scope, schedule, quality, and applicable business 

metrics for their project in accordance to the project roll-out.  

 

Responsibilities:  

 Lead projects and work with multiple stakeholders for system implementation or system enhancement and 

ensure projects are completed successfully within timeline, on budget and within scope.  

 Work with business users and system owners/vendors to develop and implement acceptance tests plans 

and gather user’s requirements, expectations and match solutions as a best possible fit.  

 Work with system owners/vendors to resolve system issue/conflicts/interface problems/risks within the 

project plus a commitment to the success of the project.  

 Plan, run and participate in integration/function tests and undertake technical analysis and investigation 

based on functional requirements and/or issues and bugs reported by test team 

 Develop and track project plans, deliverables and associated communications documents such as 

escalations, project status reports, decisions and risk.  

 Review, develop and update technical documentations 

 Review web/mobile applications, over-the-counter Point-of-Sales systems, infrastructure and capacity to 

ensure they are aligned with business changes 

 

Requirements:  

 Diploma/Degree in Computer Science, IT or Electronics Engineering  

 4 - 6 years working experience in the IT industry with at least 2 years in Project Management  

 Strong experience with integrating POS systems with order management systems, mobile 

environment/platform, ERP systems, TCP/IP 

 Experience interfacing with POS peripheral devices such as cash drawers, printers, NFC/RFID/QR 

Code/barcode capture devices are required 

 Background in development/applications programming will be advantageous to design/configure the 

applications; knowledge of Java or .Net preferred 

 Good communication skills  

 Candidates with PMP/PM process methods experience including rapid or agile development are a plus  

 Willing to provide off-hours support and troubleshooting 

 Great sense of responsibility and attention to detail - we want you to love your role and take pride in your 

work! 

 Singapore and SPR are preferred; Dependent Pass holders are welcome. 

Interested applicants, please write in to: hi@Whizmeal.com  

mailto:hi@Whizmeal.com


Software Engineer 

Based in Singapore 

Responsible for building and enhancing web applications, which range from internal business tools to the core 

architecture of our web/mobile platforms. The Engineer will have the opportunity to work with a variety of 

technologies.  

 

Responsibilities:  

 Write code in .NET, Javascript, and HTML/CSS 

 Implement new features and optimize existing ones from controller-level to User Interface 

 Work closely with, and incorporate feedback from users, designers and system vendors 

 Rapidly fix bugs and solve problems 

 Pro-actively look for ways to make our web/mobile platforms better 

 Review, develop and update technical documentations 

Requirements:  

 Diploma/Degree in Computer Science 

 At least 3 years development experience  

 Understanding of the web technology stack (e.g. HTTP, cookies, headers, asset loading / caching) 

 Exceptional experience in ASP.NET for web applications development and proficient in Object-Oriented 

programming C#, HTML, HTML5, XML, JavaScript and CSS AJAX developing Microsoft
®
 .NET web 

applications 

 Experience with Microsoft Server technologies: IIS, SQL Server 

 General understanding of the .Net Enterprise Library Applicants will be an advantage  

 Understanding of CS concepts such as: common data structures and algorithms, profiling/optimization 

 Disciplined approach to testing and quality assurance 

 Willing to provide off-hours support and troubleshooting  

 Knowledge of cross-browser quirks 

 Interest in mobile and touch-based web platform 

 Great sense of responsibility and attention to detail - we want you to love your role and take pride in your 

work! 

 Singapore and SPR are preferred; Dependent Pass holders are welcome. 

 Interested applicants, please write in to: hi@Whizmeal.com  

mailto:hi@Whizmeal.com

